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About This Game

 Finding summer  - a three-dimensional platformer about a kid named  Aki , whose nostalgia for the past summer forced him
to go on an unforgettable adventure - in search of summer! On the way to his goal, he will meet not only many dangers, but also
make new friends. And of course, such a responsible journey is difficult to carry out alone - that's why you will go to meet the

warm summer days with Aki!
The main feature of the game is the ability  to move between two layers of the level , which makes the environment much

more voluminous and increases the number of possible paths!
On the way to the very reason of traveling - fly, you will visit 4 colorful locations, each of which contains its own unique

mechanics! What exactly is this unusual adventure? What outcome awaits you with Aki at the end of the journey?

 Key Features

 Each level consists of two layers, through which you can move

 Affectionate characters, each with their own character and goals
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 4 colorful locations in the main storyline

 Over 25 levels, with unique design and mechanics

 Challenging difficulty

 Atmospheric Instrumental Soundtrack

 Aki has a cat!
 

 Post-release support

After the release of the game, it will be gradually updated with new storyline additions, access to which will be free for all. Such
updates will expand the game world, as well as implement ideas whose implementation is impossible in just one adventure! In

addition to the development of the plot, the game will be supported technically (regular elimination of errors and bugs)
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Title: Finding summer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vadd games
Publisher:
Vadd games
Franchise:
Finding summer
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or later

Processor: 2GHz+, SSE2 support

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3600 MB available space

Sound Card: Asus Xonar Essence STX

English,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese
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interesting game, but not suitable for players that are seeking excitement.. This is the most incredible puzzle game of all time.
Do not listen to Ryan Case, he's a moron. I can't draw. So after sinking a casual 5,000 hours into ComiPO! Manga Maker and
then seeing KumaKuma at like 6 dollars, I bought it even before I realized what I was going. and going from one maker to
another and seeing the differences was pretty wild. I'm gonna just cover the things I found to be really cool of like, noteworthy
or whatever.

Design - The UI is pretty similar to ComiPO! Though this one is a bit... bigger? Things are easier to read, but there are
less options in terms of editing the page\/panel and model (in terms of a quick-bar, like ComIPO! has) you can change
the models angle, as well as flip the model, and being able to hold these buttons instead of clicking them, is a small but
very welcome feature. ComiPO also has a dragging feature for angling a character which is lovely, and unfortunately
there doesn't seem to be an equivalent in this software (soft sobbing, but hey I'll get over it lol)

Custom Poses - There's custom Poses?! What is this witchcraft and thank you for it's existence? ComiPO! has a rigid
like 200 poses at most I think? and even then, it depends on the model you're using (for whatever reason?) so being able
to have not only preset poses but the ability to change them slightly, or create your own, is a god-sent!

Character Customization\/Creation - I was pretty confused here at first, as you have to download parts within the
software itself to create the a new "role" or model. They took a while to load, and there wasn't too much content to
customize (which is fair, early days and all) but it was still pretty cool to mess around with and I'm happy that this
software isn't trying to rob us by adding like 1000 different DLCs at 20-30 dollars each, and instead has a bunch of
preset things to work with. (Though I guess that could change, but please don't do this, it physically hurts) It would be
amazing if we could tweak the original model, changing things like height, chest and hip size (necessary evil there) and
muscle\/fat distribution.

Custom Content (CC) - or rather, the lack thereof. You can't import custom 3D models into this software, which is a
bit disappointing, coming from ComiPO, where the majority of it's user-base uses CC (and really it's one of ComiPO's
only redeeming features, we're desperate over there.) I can personally say how much CC adds to a software. Though,
with this software's custom posing, it might be difficult to add CC, what with having to rig models etc etc (If you've
ever used MMD well... enough said?) But I'm still desperately praying for CC, it's what gives us that ability to make
the software our own in a way? or something like that lol

TL;DR: I think If KumaKuma gets worked on even at a moderately slow pace, adding things like custom content, and
better character customization, it could easily overtake ComiPO! in being a go-to manga maker, so long as it actually
listens to it's user-base's wants and needs.. Cheaper than an actual vacation

if you ignore all the fees from eating computer chips and the health bill after eating computer chips. Just done with my
first playthrough.
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This game is fun. The story is well-written although there are occassional "weird" skips (I suspect that it's a coding
issue?) that make me bewildered. I am tempted to replay this after I am done with my exams and have recommended it
to all my other friends who love such a game!. great game with lots of potential. I had fun playing, but i kinda wished
there was bots so you can play own your own ro to fill up a empty/lacking in player games. A note on the content,
instead of having to pay to access everything they should have made a instant unlock option and level up rewards..
Loved the unicorn!!. this game has been the best of my childhood , its like it was linked to my soul . is it because of its
soundtrack ? or is it the guns ? or ....are they my ancestors ??. As someone who is a film maker and have a degree in
film, this game is semi hard and really gets you thinking. if you love movies pick this up!
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For something that costs money, the map editor sucks big time. Its so basic! Its in much need of an update which will never
happen. 

Check out our Steam Curator Page
 and Website[bluntlyhonest.review] for even reviews and exclusive content!

All connect 3/4 games are basically the same, while this game has some unique mechanics and high quality (but very dated)
graphics due to being created by Square Enix, the publisher behind Final Fantasy series, its not enough to make you like the
game if the connect 4 genre is not your thing.

Bonus Points: Soundtrack has an excellent Final Fantasy vibe to it, and the 2D background and character is art gorgeous.

This Mini review is part of our "10 Indie Games you may actually like!" Editorial.

https://bluntlyhonest.review/2019/01/17/10-indie-games-you-may-actually-like/. Well....Theres nothing more to say then that
this game is FUN really FUN. This is the most broken game ive ever played hide and seek doesnt work and the graphic lag and
it really doesn't show you how to play the game. Also with the price for the game is a rip off they could have at least made it
enjoyable not 50 million jumpscares and thats it

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME IT'S SOOOOOOOOO BROKEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Poor graphics (max resolution is 1650x1200, and
that for a game that was released in nov 2016), poorly optimized (52 FPS on a i7-4790K with two GTX980's), poor controls,
buggy. Avoid at all costs.

If you're looking for a good logging experience, try Farming Simulator 2017 instead. Although the name doesn't suggest it, you
can also work as a logger in that game.. I was about 20 minutes into the movie and checked to see that there was still almost 2
hours left.
I expected this was going to go by very slowly.
Next time i checked the time it had about 15 minutes left.
I was sad because i wanted more.
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